proved that if the Vitali condition V holds (it is also necessary), then every pramart (X t ) is a martingale in the limit. There is a more general class of adapted processes. DEFINITION 
P{\\X a -E(X,\& a )\\>e}<e.
The mil defined here was called mil (3) in [31] , and when D = N, it is equivalent to Talagrand's mil [28] (see [31] ). Clearly, pramart => mil, and martingale in the limits mil [31] . The following theorem was proved by Millet and Sucheston [19] .
THEOREM A [19] . Let (X n ) = (X n ,n eN) be a pramart of class <3&. If F has the Radon-Nikodym property, then (X n ) e %.
In a real-valued case Millet and Sucheston [20] proved this result.
THEOREM B [18] . Let (X,) be a real-valued subpramart satisfying condition (d), i.e.
lim inf f XT + lim inf | XT < °°. 
D J D J

Then (X,) e if.
the stochastic lower limit of (||^T||, t € T).
For real-valued processes, we show that condition (d) in Theorem B can be weakened to a one-sided condition and the requirement of being positive in Theorem 2 can be dropped. 
(X,) e yo(X,) is a subpramart <$ (X,) is a pramart.
Austin, Edgar, and Ionescu Tulcea [1] (also see [7] ) proved that L'-bounded, real-valued amarts form a vector lattice. This result was extended by Ghoussoub [12] to L'-bounded, Banach lattice-valued order amarts when the Radon-Nikodym property holds, and by Schmidt [24] to L'-bounded, /'-valued uniform amarts. It is natural to ask: can we change "class ( t" to "L'-bounded class" in Corollary 1? For martingales in the [29] proved that the set of L'-bounded, real-valued pramarts is a vector lattice. In fact, Talagrand and Wang proved that if (X n ) is a real-valued pramart satisfying lim inf J \X n \ < °°, then so is (\X n \). The following theorem is an improvement of their result. " In Section 2 we characterize real-valued pramarts and subpramarts via Snell's envelopes. We prove Theorems 1-4 in Section 3. In Section 4 we make some comments pointing out that: (i), for pramarts, the condition lim inf J \\X r \\ <°° is weaker than the 
2.
Snell's envelopes and characterizations of pramarts and subpramarts. In this section we assume that F = R l . We use the following Snell's envelopes to characterize real-valued pramarts and subpramarts. For a real-valued process (A',) we denote
The following lemma is well known in the martingale theory and the theory of optimal stopping (cf. [5] , [13] , and [23] (7,) is an amart, hence a pramart. PROPOSITION 
Therefore, if J \Y,\ <<*, t e D, then (-Y,) is a subpramart. Moreover, if sup J |F,| < °°, then
(i) (X,) is a subpramart if and only if (X T -R t ,x eT) converges to zero in probability. In this case, lim P(R T = -°°) = 0.
zeT (ii) (A',) is a pramart if and only if (Y T -R T ,x e T) converges to zero in probability. In this case, lim P(R T = -°°) = lim P(Y X = « ) = 0.
zeT zeT
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Proof. For any reT, by Lemma 1, we can choose i < i n e r such that E{X Tn | 9 X ) | R T . Since X, > R, a.s.,
sup P(X T -E(X o \® x )>e)<pLss sup (X T -E(X O \ 9 t )) > e) = P(X r -R t >e) = P(\X T -R T \>€)=\ lim I(X t -E(X Xn \ 9 X ) > e)
J n = lim f I(X T -E{X Xn | y t ) > e) < sup P{X r -E{X O \ 9 Z ) > e).
Hence, (X,) is a subpramart if and only if (X T -R T , r e T)
converges to zero in probability. In this case, lim P(R r = -°°) < lim P(X V -R x >l) = 0. Finally (ii) follows from (i) and the symmetric property. COROLLARY 
Suppose that (X T , r e T) converges to zero in probability. Then (i) (X,) is a subpramart if and only if (R T , r e T) converges to zero in probability; (ii) if, in addition, (X,) is nonnegative, then (X,) is a pramart if and only if (Y r , x e T) converges to zero in probability.
REMARK 1. When (X,) is nonpositive, (i) in Proposition 1 was proved by Millet and
Sucheston [20] . The proof here is adopted from their paper. When D = N, (ii) in Corollary 3 is an analogue of Theorem 11 in [28] . Proof. When (X,) e <€, (ii) was proved in [33] . Now assume that (X,) e <f and for some oeT f and each CT< r e T c , J (r <=o) \\X T \\ < ». Choose (t n ) a D such that P(o< t n ) j 1. Since (X,I(a < t n ), &" t n < t e D) e %, A* n (a < t n ) is a union of atoms of ^ or 0, n s 1, and so is A*. LEMMA [34] obtained the same result for martingales in the limit. In Lemma 3, we extend their results to subpramarts and mils and show that ( § = + 00 ) is a union of atoms of 9 m or (f>.
Suppose that (X,) is a real-valued GBT (subpramart or mil) and (Xf) e *t. Then (X,)((X X , r e T)) converges stochastically to a r.v. % such that -» < £ < + « > , ( § = +oo) =
Let F* be the dual space of F and F* + the positive cone of F* if F is a Banach lattice. LEMMA When D = N, the following lemma was proved in [32] . The proof here is new. LEMMA Proof. Assume that ( A r , ) e^n < l and P(A*)>0. Then, by Lemma 2, we may assume that A* is an atom of SF X , and A, is an atom of &, such that A, =>A*, \\X,\\ = a, on A,, and lim a, = aeR x . We may also assume that a, < a + 1, t e D. For any oeT f , there is t 0 e D, P(A* n (a = t 0 )) > 0. Since (a = t 0 ) e $•", i4, 0 c (o = t 0 ). Since W, o = °° on A ta , there is t o < Tj e 7 such that £(||* T l ||| S^n) > (fl + 2)/P(A to ) on A t(l , and there is f, e D such that P(/4* D (x x = t x )) > 0 (then A h c (TJ = /])). Assume that we have chosen /"_, < x n e T such that £(||A r T J||^n. 1 )>(a + 2)/P(>l, n . l ) on A, n _ r Then there is t n eD such that P(/l*n (r n = / n ))>0, (hence A, n cz(x n =t n )).
4.(i) Suppose that F is a Banach lattice. If (X,) is a positive GBT, then so are (\\X,\\)and(f(X t )),f€F* + . (ii) If F is a Banach lattice and {X,) is a positive subpramart, then so are (HA',!!) and {f{X,)),feF*\ (iii) // (X,) is a mil, then (]\X,\\) is a GBT and (f(X,)) is a mil
And we can choose t n^xn+l eT such that on A,.. Let T = E ^/ (^. . . X^J + oI(Q\A, a ) + 248 ZHEN-PENG WANG AND XING-HONG XUE Since X n being Bochner integrable is separably valued, so is (X n , n e N). By Theorem C, (X n , n e N) e %, and the claim has been proved.
The above claim implies that (X,) e if. In fact, if (X,) $ if, then there is a c > 0 such that for any t e D there exist t<T,peT,
Choose t x := r,, pi e T such that (4) converges almost surely to a finite r.v., which contradicts (5).
Proof of (ii). Under the assumptions of (ii), by Lemmas 2 and 3, P(A*) = 0. Define o^reT c , J(r<«) |^| = 0. Hence, (*") e <g. Now let T = inf{n > l j n = -1 } . Then r e T f , J |Z t | = E n 6"(P(Y, = 2))"/2 = 00, and (X n ) $ <€.
